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When it comes to notes apps, Clarissa is a perfect solution. Its innovative design and functional
design makes it stand out from the crowd. Taking notes becomes a breeze with Clarissa’s intuitive

user interface and comprehensive features. What does Clarissa include: •An amazingly sleek
interface •Copy Note, Delete Note, Mark Read and Unmark Read in one go •Keep notes in sync

across multiple devices •Access notes in any device with your personal log-in •Keep notes safe on
your system •Secure and simple cloud sync •Support for Evernote, Dropbox and Google Drive

•Support for multiple tags •Free version with limited functionality Clarissa is an enhanced version of
our popular Evernote Notes app with some extra features. It allows you to search notes by tags,

access notes from any device, and share notes. Explore and match notes in a swipe! SuperNoteS - a
pro note taking application built for People like us! You can add tags, categories and create custom
search filters to quickly find the notes you want. It's time to get organized! Make Lists and create

Tasks SuperNoteS - built for People like us! Create lists, tasks and reminders, keep your notes safe
on your device and keep your reminders in sync across multiple devices - all in a simple and yet

powerful experience. How To Use: 1. Open SuperNoteS - the first menu item on the launcher bar. You
will be taken to the main screen where you can do two things: - List all your notes: tap on the “Lists”
button on the bottom of the screen. - Tasks: tap on the “Tasks” button on the bottom of the screen.
2. Tap on the “+” icon on the top right corner of the screen to add notes, lists or tasks. 3. You can
use the search bar on the top of the screen to find notes or the tags that you want, but for quick
searching, we have included all the tags by default. 4. Tap on the menu button in the bottom left

corner of the screen to access options for adding a tag, renaming a tag, or deleting a note. You can
also access the options for adding tags or notes from the search screen by tapping on the “Search”

button. 5. Click on the “Done” button on the bottom right corner of

Super Smart Notes

Super Smart Notes Crack For Windows is a lightweight piece of software that provides you with an
innovative means of taking notes that you can find rapidly whenever necessary via a smart tag
system. Comes with clean and well-structured interface The program comes with a user-friendly

interface that is designed as a notepad, an option that can make the tool more appealing for users
who have worked with note taking applications before. The notepad is located in the center pane and
displays a list of all the entries you make. You should keep in mind that you can organize the memos
using different criteria, such as alphabetical order or based on the creation or modification date. In
the right side of the notepad, you can find the Smart Tagged Notes and hence, preview the entries

that feature a specific tag. In the left side, you can access the custom filters and tags section,
functions that enable you to find memos, tasks, lists and activities that require your attention faster.
On a side note, if you are having troubles getting around the interface or performing a certain action,

then you should not hesitate to check out the tips and detailed guides from the Tutorial and Help
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sections. Allows you to find data quickly, thanks to smart tags The highlight of the application stems
from the smart tagging system, particularly since it enables you to create directories and tags that
accurately reflect your own criteria of categorizing notes. Consequentially, since you can employ
your own keyword tags to associate notes with, you can find the piece of information you need

without too much hassle. In addition to helping you group up notes in a more relevant manner, the
program allows you to match and combine the notes that are associated with certain tags. You will

be happy to learn that the Smart Tagged Notes gets updated every time you select a different
section as well as when you add and delete a new entry. On the downside, the app does not allow
you to save a certain entry in another file format so that you can transfer and access it from other

devices. On the other hand, you have the option of printing individual entries. A handy app for
managing large volumes of data All in all, if you need to manage vast amounts of information and
are the kind of person who notes down everything, then Super Smart Notes Cracked 2022 Latest

Version can help you find the data you need when you need it. 7.5 By TheArtOfDUBZ Play Store Free
Combo Cloud - Backup + Sync A music subscription b7e8fdf5c8
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Super Smart Notes License Key

Super Smart Notes is a lightweight piece of software that provides you with an innovative means of
taking notes that you can find rapidly whenever necessary via a smart tag system. Started using
Smart Tagged Notes v2.1.1.11 last night and it's pretty smart. I looked around forums and learned
that in the notepad you can tag the contents of the note with the date and then search from there. It
really works like advertised too. It is also really fast and easy to use. Cons: 1. In the notepad you can
not bookmark or save where you left off. I had to close and reopen. 2. Tags need to be removed from
the notes and re-added to re-seach results. They have to be removed and reapplied. Not very
convenient. Tags can also get'stuck' and get attached to the wrong note. Smart Tagged Notes
Review Reviewed By dr. xanthos Overall Review The Super Smart Note application by Addison Lee &
Co. Ltd., will help you create notes, search, manage, save and print notes easily and effectively. It is
built to fit the requirements of people who want an easy-to-use notepad tool for their everyday note-
taking needs. It is the ideal addition to the note-taking arsenal of those who are, who are looking to
get their hands dirty in their note-taking and organizing. The app opens with a well-organized
notepad that is placed in the center. It is a simple notepad in the truest sense of the word. You can
quickly make notes, add tags and categorize the entries into specific folders to help you remember
your note taking needs. It even allows you to search your notes, either by tags or by date. The add-
on does not offer much room for flexibility as it is limited to a simple notepad and doesn’t give you
the option of creating notes in different file formats for easy transfer. The Smart Tagged Notes is a
well-written notepad tool that can greatly boost your productivity. Get more information about the
program and the installation from our in-depth review. Download the program here: Super Smart
Notes Review by TechSupportReviews.com _______________________________________________ In a
number of ways, Smart Tagged Notes can be a life saver. For starters, you can search any note from
any

What's New In?

Super Smart Notes is a free, lightweight piece of software that provides you with an innovative
means of taking notes. The app comes with a smart tagging system that allows you to search and
sort through your data using keywords as well as date. Functionalities - Notepad: This window serves
as the main window and shows all the notes you create. It features a clean and well-structured user
interface which allows you to search, organize, and find memos in a simple and straightforward
manner. - Smart Tagged Notes: This option comes with an innovative tag system that allows you to
search for memos that contain specific tags using a keyword search. This is particularly beneficial if
you are looking for a certain note that contains a specific tag or if you want to find a note with
certain characteristics. - Custom filters and tags: If you want to prioritize certain notes, then this
option enables you to make the adjustment. Therefore, you can filter the system using a variety of
criteria, including creating the list in alphabetical order, based on the date you added the note, or
based on the tags you assigned to the notes. - Navigate: You can navigate through the files in order
to store or open up a particular memo. This option enables you to display all the files that are
associated with a certain memo, as well as open up the notes window at once. - Print and export as
PDF: In the right-hand corner of the program window, you can find a print option that allows you to
print off a single memo. - Time-stamping: The left-hand side of the notes window features a section
that contains the date you added the memo. In other words, it provides you with an accurate time
stamp that is based on the current time. Note-taking applications take note of everything you write
down. This program does not do that. It's a smart reminder app that helps you remember things to
do with a visual reminder of your notes. You can create multiple lists that provide you with a quick
easy way to organize information. Quick create with the large format available for your notes and
list. And of course your favorite search to find anything at a glance. - Type any word, phrase, or
emoji to create your own reminder. - Create lists for different types of reminders for your own
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categories. - Schedule your reminders, just like every other appointment. - Fill out the reminders with
your own thoughts to explain the subject. - Sort through your lists and filter by priority. -
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System Requirements:

You can find the instructions for getting started with the Ultimate Collection on the download page
Windows 8.1, Windows 7, Windows Vista Xbox One PlayStation 4 MacOSX In addition to the usual
recommended specs, you should know that there are three different file sizes of the Extended
Edition. The originals are HD-DVDs, but both the Blu-Ray and the download is also in HD-DVD. It’s
expected that the Blu-Ray version will not be upscaled, but that is still a rumor at this point
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